
LESSON 5

  VOCABULARY

  LEVEL 1

dream
>GULޝP@

princess
>SUܼQޖVܭV@

dragon
@GU JԥQޖ<

dress
>GUܭV@

truck
>WUݞN@

drummer
@PԥݞGUޖ<

frogs
>IUܥJ]@

gravity
@JU YܼWLޖ<

cross
>NUܥV@

right
>UDܼW@

For me it was a dr____ come true.
ǲșȭ�Țȓțȭ�ȫȠȜ�ȏȩșȜ�ȐȜȝșȜȧȓțȖȓȚ�
ȚȓȥȠȩ�

Would you like to be a pr____?
ȃȜȥȓȦȪ�ȏȩȠȪ�ȝȞȖțȤȓȟȟȜȗ"

It is a story about a dr____.
ȋȠȜ�ȖȟȠȜȞȖȭ�Ȝ�ȒȞȎȘȜțȓ�

It takes a long time to dr____ the kids in 
winter.
ǻȎ�ȠȜ��ȥȠȜȏȩ�ȜȒȓȠȪ�ȒȓȠȓȗ�ȕȖȚȜȗ��
ȡȣȜȒȖȠ�ȚțȜȑȜ�ȐȞȓȚȓțȖ�

A tr____ has broken down on the bridge.
ǻȎ�ȚȜȟȠȡ�ȟșȜȚȎșȟȭ�ȑȞȡȕȜȐȖȘ�

My friend is a dr____.
ǺȜȗ�ȒȞȡȑ���ȏȎȞȎȏȎțȧȖȘ�

Lots of fr____ live in the pond.
ǰ�ȝȞȡȒȡ�ȔȖȐȓȠ�ȚțȜȑȜ�șȭȑȡȦȓȘ�

There is less gr____ on the moon.
ǻȎ�ǹȡțȓ�ȚȓțȪȦȓ�ȑȞȎȐȖȠȎȤȖȖ�

I always wear a cr____.
ȍ�ȐȟȓȑȒȎ�țȜȦȡ�ȘȞȓȟȠ�

You have a r____ to remain silent.
ǰȩ�ȖȚȓȓȠȓ�ȝȞȎȐȜ�ȣȞȎțȖȠȪ�ȚȜșȥȎțȖȓ�



role
>UԥݜO@

rice
>UDܼV@

rat
>U W@

rainbow
@ݜUHܼQEԥޖ<

risky
@UܼVNLޖ<

ribbon
@UܼEԥQޖ<

rocket
@NܼWܥUޖ<

rhino
@ݜUDܼQԥޖ<

rucksack
@NV NݜUޖ<

brave
>EUHܼY@

He played a big r____ in my personal 
development.
Ǽț�ȟȩȑȞȎș�ȏȜșȪȦȡȬ�ȞȜșȪ�Ȑ�ȚȜȓȚ�
șȖȥțȜȚ�ȞȎȕȐȖȠȖȖ�

I prefer r____ to pasta.
ȍ�ȝȞȓȒȝȜȥȖȠȎȬ�ȞȖȟ�ȚȎȘȎȞȜțȎȚ�

I saw a r____ near the bins.
ǰȜȕșȓ�ȝȜȚȜȓȘ�ȭ�ȡȐȖȒȓș�ȘȞȩȟȡ�

What a beautiful r____!
ǸȎȘȎȭ�ȝȞȓȘȞȎȟțȎȭ�ȞȎȒȡȑȎ�

It was a r____ thing to do.
ȋȠȜ�ȏȩșȜ�ȞȖȟȘȜȐȎțțȜ�

She had a r____ in her hair.
ǰ�ȐȜșȜȟȎȣ�ȡ�țȓȓ�ȏȩșȎ�șȓțȠȎ�

He drew a r____ and coloured it in.
Ǽț�țȎȞȖȟȜȐȎș�ȞȎȘȓȠȡ�Ȗ�ȞȎȟȘȞȎȟȖș�
ȓȓ�

Look at that r____!
ǽȜȟȚȜȠȞȖȠȓ�țȎ�ȫȠȜȑȜ�țȜȟȜȞȜȑȎ�

I take this r____ to school every day.
ȍ�ȘȎȔȒȩȗ�ȒȓțȪ�ȏȓȞȡ�ȫȠȜȠ�ȞȬȘȕȎȘ�Ȑ�
ȦȘȜșȡ�

I had to be very br____.
ȍ�ȒȜșȔȓț�ȏȩș�ȏȩȠȪ�ȜȥȓțȪ�ȣȞȎȏȞȩȚ�



  LEVEL 2

scratched
>VNU ݹW@

shrimps
@UܼPSVݕ<

crocodile
@NԥGDܼOܥNUޖ<

research
>UܼޖVݹޝܮ@

rate
>UHܼW@

rod
>UܥG@

recipe
@VܼSLܭUޖ<

wrist
>UܼVW@

resigned
>Uܼޖ]DܼQG@

regrets
>UܼޖJUܭWV@

ram
>U P@

rug
>UݞJ@

Someone scr____ my car.
ǸȠȜ�ȠȜ�ȝȜȤȎȞȎȝȎș�ȚȜȬ�ȚȎȦȖțȡ�

Do you like eating shr____?
ǰȩ�șȬȏȖȠȓ�ȓȟȠȪ�ȘȞȓȐȓȠȘȖ"

I saw a cr____ by the river.
ȍ�ȐȖȒȓș�ȘȞȜȘȜȒȖșȎ�ȡ�ȞȓȘȖ�

This is important r____.
ȋȠȜ�ȐȎȔțȜȓ�ȖȟȟșȓȒȜȐȎțȖȓ�

What is the exchange r____ today?
ǸȎȘȜȐ�ȟȓȑȜȒțȭ�ȜȏȚȓțțȩȗ�ȘȡȞȟ"

,�ERXJKW�D�QHZ�ÀVKLQJ�UBBBB�
ȍ�ȘȡȝȖș�țȜȐȡȬ�ȡȒȜȥȘȡ�

This is my grandma’s cake r____.
ȋȠȜ�ȞȓȤȓȝȠ�ȝȖȞȜȑȎ�ȚȜȓȗ�ȏȎȏȡȦȘȖ�

My wr____ is very thin.
ȁ�Țȓțȭ�ȜȥȓțȪ�ȠȜțȘȜȓ�ȕȎȝȭȟȠȪȓ�

The CEO r____ from his position.
ǱȓțȓȞȎșȪțȩȗ�ȒȖȞȓȘȠȜȞ�ȝȜȒȎș�Ȑ�
ȜȠȟȠȎȐȘȡ�

Do you have any r____?
ȁ�Ƞȓȏȭ�ȓȟȠȪ�ȘȎȘȖȓ���țȖȏȡȒȪ�ȟȜȔȎșȓțȖȭ"

The r____ has big horns.
ȁ�ȏȎȞȎțȎ�ȏȜșȪȦȖȓ�ȞȜȑȎ�

I like sitting on this r____.
Ǻțȓ�țȞȎȐȖȠȟȭ�ȟȖȒȓȠȪ�țȎ�ȫȠȜȚ�ȘȜȐȞȓ�



He was wr____ accused of fraud.
ǳȑȜ�ȜȦȖȏȜȥțȜ�ȜȏȐȖțȖșȖ�Ȑ�
ȚȜȦȓțțȖȥȓȟȠȐȓ�

The apples are not r____ yet.
ȍȏșȜȘȖ�ȓȧȓ�țȓ�ȟȜȕȞȓșȖ�

I like r____ bread.
ȍ�șȬȏșȬ�ȞȔȎțȜȗ�ȣșȓȏ�

I need to wr____ these presents.
Ǻțȓ�țȡȔțȜ�ȕȎȐȓȞțȡȠȪ�ȫȠȖ�ȝȜȒȎȞȘȖ�

They have installed a r____.
ǼțȖ�ȡȟȠȎțȜȐȖșȖ�ȝȎțȒȡȟ�

We made a r____ out of logs.
Ǻȩ�ȟȒȓșȎșȖ�ȝșȜȠ�Ȗȕ�ȏȞȓȐȓț�

She has r____ cheeks.
ȁ�țȓȓ�ȞȜȕȜȐȩȓ�ȧȓȘȖ�

My bicycle is r____.
ǺȜȗ�ȐȓșȜȟȖȝȓȒ�ȕȎȞȔȎȐȓș�

wrongly
@ƾOLܥUޖ<

ripe
>UDܼS@

rye
>UDܼ@

wrap
>U S@

ramp
>U PS@

raft
>UޝܤIW@

rosy
@L[ݜUԥޖ<

rusty
@VWLݞUޖ<



  LEVEL 3

shrine
@UDܼQݕ<

scrumptious
@ԥVݕPSݞVNUޖ<

fringe
>IUܼQݶ@

thrilling
@șUܼOܼƾޖ<

provoke
>SUԥޖYԥݜN@

ray
>UHܼ@

rally
@U OLޖ<

rival
@UDܼYԥOޖ<

UHIXJHˡV
@Vܭ<ɟ@ݶޝIMXܭUޖ<

rebel
@EOܭUޖ<

rotten
@WQܥUޖ<

There is a shr____ in the temple.
ǰ�ȣȞȎȚȓ�ȓȟȠȪ�ȟȐȭȠȖșȖȧȓ�

These biscuits are scr____.
ȋȠȖ�ȏȖȟȘȐȖȠȩ�ȝȞȜȟȠȜ�ȐȜȟȣȖȠȖȠȓșȪțȩ�

I love your fr____.
Ǻțȓ�țȞȎȐȖȠȟȭ�ȠȐȜȭ�ȥȓșȘȎ�

It was a thr____ movie.
ȋȠȜ�ȏȩș�ȕȎȣȐȎȠȩȐȎȬȧȖȗ�ȢȖșȪȚ�

He is trying to pr____ a reaction.
Ǽț�ȝȩȠȎȓȠȟȭ�ȟȝȞȜȐȜȤȖȞȜȐȎȠȪ�
ȞȓȎȘȤȖȬ�

,�VDZ�D�KXJH�UBBBB�RQ�WKH�VHD�ÁRRU�
ȍ�ȡȐȖȒȓș�ȜȑȞȜȚțȩȗ�ȟȘȎȠ�țȎ�
ȚȜȞȟȘȜȚ�Ȓțȓ�

There was a big r____ in the city 
yesterday.
ǰȥȓȞȎ�Ȑ�ȑȜȞȜȒȓ�ȏȩș�ȏȜșȪȦȜȗ�ȚȖȠȖțȑ�

A r____ company got the contract.
ǸȜțȠȞȎȘȠ�ȝȜșȡȥȖșȎ�ȘȜțȘȡȞȓțȠ�

Wars create r____.
ǰȜȗțȩ�ȝȜȞȜȔȒȎȬȠ�ȏȓȔȓțȤȓȐ�

Teenagers often r____ against their 
parents.
ǽȜȒȞȜȟȠȘȖ�ȥȎȟȠȜ�ȐȜȟȟȠȎȬȠ�ȝȞȜȠȖȐ�
ȟȐȜȖȣ�ȞȜȒȖȠȓșȓȗ�

Her teeth are completely r____.
ǵȡȏȩ�ȡ�țȓȓ�ȟȜȐȓȞȦȓțțȜ�ȑțȖșȩȓ�



resume
>Uܼޖ]MXޝP@

ULƐH
@UDܼÀޖ<

rim
>UܼP@

resurrection
@ԥQݕNܭUޖԥ[ܭUޙ<

rift
>UܼIW@

trod
>WUܥG@

revelled
@YOGܭUޖ<

retina
@WܼQԥܭUޖ<

relay
>ULޖޝOHܼ@

They decided to r____ negotiations.
ǼțȖ�ȞȓȦȖșȖ�ȐȜȕȜȏțȜȐȖȠȪ�
ȝȓȞȓȑȜȐȜȞȩ�

This is my dad’s hunting r____.
ȋȠȜ�ȜȣȜȠțȖȥȪȓ�ȞȡȔȪȓ�ȚȜȓȑȜ�ȜȠȤȎ�

We walked around the r____ of the 
crater.
Ǻȩ�ȜȏȜȦșȖ�ȐȜȘȞȡȑ�ȘȞȎȭ�ȘȞȎȠȓȞȎ�

At Easter Christians remember Jesus’ 
r____.
ǻȎ�ǽȎȟȣȡ�ȣȞȖȟȠȖȎțȓ�ȐȟȝȜȚȖțȎȬȠ�
ȐȜȟȘȞȓȟȓțȖȓ�ǶȖȟȡȟȎ�

His actions created a r____ in the 
family.
ǳȑȜ�ȒȓȗȟȠȐȖȭ�ȝȜȞȜȒȖșȖ�ȞȎȟȘȜș�Ȑ�
ȟȓȚȪȓ�

She tr____ on my toe.
ǼțȎ�țȎȟȠȡȝȖșȎ�Țțȓ�țȎ�țȜȑȡ�

They r____ in my misfortune.
ǼțȖ�ȡȝȖȐȎșȖȟȪ�ȚȜȖȚ�țȓȟȥȎȟȠȪȓȚ�

His r____ is damaged.
ȁ�țȓȑȜ�ȝȜȐȞȓȔȒȓțȎ�ȟȓȠȥȎȠȘȎ�

It was a r____ race.
ȋȠȜ�ȏȩșȎ�ȫȟȠȎȢȓȠȎ�
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